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A.I5=ACT

Experimental heat transfer studies were conducted on full scale

ribbons of flat circular type parachutes having a geometric porosiLy ofi

20.5 percent. A pressurized subsonic wind tunnel served as the flow

facility. The average approach flow velocity was 134 feet per second,

The meanurements were made in the Reynolds number range of one million

to ten million, where the Reynolds number is hased on the ribbon width

of 2.1 inches and on the velocity and temperature of the flow in the

slots between the ribbons. The pressure ratio applied to the ribbon

was varied from 1.4 to 26.3. Using a transient energy balance, local

and average heat transfer data were obtained and compared with available

analyses.

.. 1.1.2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A growing interest in the use of parachutes for aerospace-vehicle.

recovery operations has directed attention to the aerodynamic heat

transfer problems involved when high speed aerodynamic decelerators

are employed. A variety of retardation devices have been proposed which

satisfy such dynamic design requirements as filling time, opening shock,

drag establishment and control and stability. However, as the flight

Mach number is increased, a common problem, aerodynamic heating, is

encountered. At the present time, there exists neither a fully predictive

theory nor sufficient experimental data to permit reliable calculations

of the heat rates involved in the several deceleration schemes (1).

In general, aerodynamic decelerators must possess a large drag-to-

weight ratio and must be capable of being stored in a small volume.

Therefore, most proposed drag producing devices are relatively thin and

flexible. In addition, dynamic .stability requires venting or porosity.

As a result, most retardation techniques employ porous surfaces involving

high temperature plastic, glass, or wire mesh cloth in conjunction with

other venting techniques. The heat 1ransfer to these elements of mesh is

a common problem in parachute performance calculations. Alternately,

experimental heat transfer data must be applied to a variety of situations.

The flow field associated with a parachute results from the inter-

action of the large-scale phenomena enveloping the complete body and the

small-scale processes associated with the local flow about a single element

in the mesh material itself. The large scale phenomena, (parachute shape

and size, velocity, altitude) which vary with the particular design, are

Numbers enclos>d by brackets refer to references.
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gen.eally involved with the acrodyiiamiics of the problem and contribute

end or boundary conuitions (pressure ratio, Reynolds number) to the

s•mall-scle, phenomena.

A. ] argo ;c le Phenomena

The range of interests in the present study consists of altitudes

from sea level up to 200,000 feet and flight Mach numuers ranging from

2 to 5. A concave hemisphere canopy is a typical shape cons.i.derud for

supersonic operations althcugh specification of the exact geometry is

not necessary. In previous work (2), it was felt, that a good starting

point for study of the large-scale phenomena was the simple concave

hemisphere. This provides a flow amenable to analysis and experiment.

'The experimental results of Reference (3) indicate that at angular loca-

tions up to 73 degrees from the stagnation point, the static pressure

on the ups'tream surface of the concave hemisphere is equal. to the total

pressure. This nmeans that there is practically no flow near and parallel

to the surface of the hemisphere. e.xcupt near the edge. Of course, in

supersonic, flow, a normal shock would stannd aheald of the hemisphere and

this; would prihuIcU a compleutely subsonic flow regime inside of the concave

hemisphere . In the absence of any chute porosity, the pressure on the

upstream side of the chute is closely approximated by the total presmure

ibehind the normal shock. In determining the pressure on the rearward

(d ow-jný;tro ui) fas-e of the chute, we are led to a base pressure phenomena

des3crilbed by 1I. 11. Korst (4+).

'.I.'he discussion in the previous paragraph illustrates a technique

Lor -omputing the pressures and hence the pressure ratio across a chute

with no poro.ity. The analysis for the base pressure problem has been

eaxttt (' l W t m Lle case of flow through Lhe chuite with small. mometuatmi only.



Since this la-st condition is rarely met in the casc of practical paralihtoLe

configurations, the pressure ratio across the chute opening:; mist be

found from experiment.

S13. &bnall Scale iPhenomena

A high temperature, high density flow is produced inside the r-anopy.

This flow passes through the individual openings of the mesh. loeat is

transferred from the hot gases to t1he mesh elements.- Therefore, it is

the distribution of heat flux to the su•faces of a mesh element which is

of primar•y importance. The element is bounded on each side by an opening

(slot) through which the oncoming flow passes. The typical ribbon (slat,)

may be considered as a flat plate aligned normal Lo the, flow. The

approaching flow may or may not separate upstream of the ribbon. This

process has not been clearly defined. The flow passing through the slots

exhibits properties which depend upon the overall applied pressure ratio.

In most flight applications, the applied pressure ratio will be such

that the flow in the slot may be considered as a sonic flow. Additional

-- energy is available for further expansion of the streami as it emerges

from the slot such that localized regions of supersonic flow will, occur

dowmstream of the slot. Between the supersonic jets emerging from the

slot and the rearward Facing wail of' the ribbon, two regions are found.

The first is a convcntional freo- shear layer in which hthe strewaiwisc

component of velocity diminishes from the value found in the jet to a near-

zero condition. Adjacent to the shear layer there exists a small region

of reverse flow. There is a circulaLing vortex in this region. The local

pressure in the separation bubble iu dtlernomined by the local base pressure

phenomena (the flow iss.uing from the slot). The meian near.-wake Jressu:fllre

which exists further downs,;treo.z Is del trsaned by this gro'sý; s g( ometry aint]

the Ireestzreami Maclh nuilber. '..,1;i s Iwo j.'WeLtl't L'C a lre obhild.1 . itL cqual..



Therefore, firther recompression exists downstream of the jets issuing

from the individual slots. The local bas;e pr(e-ssuro behind an individual

Sri.bbon is therefore determined by the slut pressure ratio and the recom-

pression proess in the shear layo-ers.

The distribution of h•at flux over the surface of a single ribbon is

of primary importance. A model which applies to the general heat exchange

process between the shear layers and the rearward facing wall of the ribbon

-- has been proposed by KorsL (L,.) and Chapman (5). Related experimients are

discussed in References (6) and (7).

Considering a single ribbon in the absence of adjacent ribbons, the

heat flux increases from the "apparent" stagnation po:ent value (at the

center of the ribbon) to higher values toward the outer edge of the ribbon,

according LO laminar analysis. Experimental evidence (8) covering the

forward face of such a ribbon confirms this distribution of heat flux- and

in addition, the variation of heat flux with pressure level (for a fixed

velocity grad-i,:nt). When several ribbons are grouped together in a manner-

sinulating a ribbon parachutc, the heat flux distribution on the front-

facing surface of a typi(a.L] ribbon i; influenced by the presence of the

adjacent ribbons (2). The heat flux idiuo increa•ce at locations away from

the stagnation point but at a rate somewhat faster than a single ribbon.

TIThe increMsed heat flux. near the cuge of the ribbon appears to be due to

da iitLinUitiOn in the thickness of the viscous layer adjacent to the ribbon

sLot. This d11minution is produced by the interauction of the slot flow

with the ribbon boundary layer.

lievent emperJjients (6,7) suggest that adjacent Lo the separation

bitt l.l, ;L .laminar, bouIdary-i ;tyer-li Re Ilow ci. Is along the rear :;itrfacu

:0d th ii.:; :;r v 1:3 as the major hcrricr to the eVxc,.ig c r energy heltwet a



the freestream and the surface. In the case of a flat plate aligned

normal to the flow, this thin film exhibits the properties Of a

stagnation-point boundary layer of the laminar type. The heat tr:,nsfer

processes along the forward and rearward laces,; of the ribbon appear to

be governed by a similar mechanism.

Experimentally ('7), the magnitu1dC of the heat fluxes to the forward

face are found to be considerably larger than those of the rearward face.

This Is pri-marily due to the significant diflerence in pre;.ssurc level

which occurs between -the front and rear surfaces. The specific value of

thi! ratio of huat flu-us on thu forward and rearward surfaces varies with

the free-strewn unit Reynolds nisnber since base pre!ssure phenomena depend

on the character of the shear layer (laminar, transitional or turbulent).

'].he greatest source of uncertainty in cngincering calculations of

the energy exchange process to the mesh elements; lies:; in the determination

of the convective heat flux as characterized by a heat transfer parameter

Nu. In the preseiunt instance the heat transfer puraieuter is a function of

leynoldsa number, lHie and the pressure ratio acrooss the ribbon, P./P.. Th(-

inter-rolationships between Nu, 1k), and P1/12 are. msfficiently complex

that they must be determined experimentally. It is convenint, to define

a Reynolds number based on the velocil'y 'nd .l'.ow propertieos in the s;onic

orifice and the slat width

In the flight case l-tho static temperature '].' and pre-ssMure P a ,'re

determined by the flight altitude. A tota,,l. prr3";uro Pc and ,empor:.il.v(-

ST -ire determined once the flight MiCh clmie bcr 1.:; presewrl-ued. Sire!, tlhe how

U



c;heckl 1 U,!eece to be normal ,h Lb oI,;t I 1)TC55111 beh~ind( the normal shock

P' (iniside of the canopy) is deterilined froml p0 and MH - The total0 0 00

density, behi-nd the bow shock, is computed from po and 'thc proper

equation of' state. Finally, the sonic dens.ity and speed are determiried

from an Lisentropic exp;'.niýon from I)t0 To -topunlP Th 3orcit

refers3 to the slot condition where a Sonic speed exists for supereritical

pressuire rpities. TPhe vi ocsotity it" is a known function of the temperature-,

Iihe heat transfer parameter Nu is basedI onl the! stIagnation conditions

of the approaching flow and relates the wall heat flux to the diffeorenjce,

between the wall temperature T w and the adiabatic waili terrperatlure TIW..

Mu h.E-) _- 1 q rl .(2)

0 aIw w o

Notice that k 0is the thermail conductivity of theý air at *the stagnation

temperature,

ITI. [XKY LIdMENTAJ, NUQUIPMENTl ANDIJ '1tt)CiKIIRtES

A. l'Vteil, ity

"Thel exper-iimental f'acility used In the presentm- experwients appears in

the pho tLogi'aplr of, the experimntonal setup, Figure 2, and is also sketchedt

ill Figure ). Thlu facility is located at, the University of Mirmesota K

]ioseiiioirrit kese~areh Center. P'rior to modification, the winid toinriel. v';as aI

(!otveX~i. ieiv.. blowdown supersonic w-indtuilnel. (7)). Theý 6 % 14ý-inch sulrersrnlie

wlinitininel was modified by removingj tire supersonic nozzle bloc~ks, and fabri-

ca~ing nrew b x 8-inch -suhsonic testL section. A qutick-ac tirg, liZurik valve

Tielueser 1vý(!, eýxperimenutal procedLure is Lo sisaLI uLut( the ibort''ow nd.
tLioll: heAIld rid11ir! bow sh~ock. 'lir total peur'he[ll.nd lire irotr~ix :jI douk iiý;
pv''purl, y 2 I11r1 Lie by tic wi~ncllitmron 5ytntiIfle:sc st ;w iJon1 I1



was installed in the 6-inch inlet pipe. The opening time of this valve

is slightly less than one second, which is of importance when transient

heat transfer measurements are made. A series of five perforated plates

were placed at 11-inch intervals inside the 18-inch diameter stilling

chamber and a 16-mesh screen was inserted between the flanges at the

downstream end of this chamber to even out the flow. The plates and

screen had a porosity of about 54 percent. Tests reported by Baines and

Peterson (10) indicated that this is an optimum porosity for flattening

out non-uniform velocity profiles.

A short round-to-rectangular contraction with an area ratio of 3.2

followed the stilling chamber, and the supersonic nozzle blocks normally

were installed immediately downstream. These blocks were replaced by a

pair of two-dimensional subsonic contraction blocks with a contraction

ratio of 1.5. The contraction contours (cubical arcs) were determined

from the data given by Rouse and Hasson (11) on a cavitation prevention

basis. The second contraction provided an additional acceleration of

the flow to 134 feet per second. It also served the purpose of reducing

the nozzle boundary layer thickness.

The compressed air system consists of two high-pressure compressors,

air storage tanks, a dryer, and associated valving and piping. One com-

pressor is a two-stage unit, rated at 250 cfm at 600 psig and powered by

a 100 h.p. electric motor. The other is a three-stage compressor, rated

at 195 cfm at 1500 psig, and driven by a 50 h.p. electric motor. The

compressors pressurize a storage volume of 1460 cubic feet to 250 psia

(18 atmospheres). The air is dried to a dew point of -40OF prior to

storage.

7



Downstream of the test section the air may be exhausted either to

the atmosphere "hr to multiple vacuum tanks whose total capacity is

22,750 cubic feet. The vacuum system was not used for these studies.

Only atmospheric exhaust was employed.

B. The Fxperimental Model

The test model was mounted two nozzle heights downstream of the

nozzle tangency point (see Figure 3). The model consisted of three

slats - each 2.1-inches high, 6-inches wide and 0.312-inch thick (see

Figures 4 and 5). The slats were mounted in such a way that they

resemble the array of ribbons in a ribbon parachute. A single ribbon

spacing of 0.537-inch was used. This applies to the two center slots.

The outer two slots were 0.337-inch. This value was obtained by selecting

a half-slot height plus a nozzle displacement thickness correction. A

single geometric porosity (open-to-total area) of 20.5 percent was examined

This porosity was selected since it closely matched the design throat size

of the tunnel when operated supersonically; i.e., design subsonic and super-

sonic mass flows were identical.

At the maximum upstream pressure, the aerodynamic loading was

approximately 200 pounds per square inch - or a total loading per slat of

approximately one ton. The test slats had to be quite husky to withstand

this loading. The three slats were cantilevered from aluminum "windows"

on each end as may be observed in Figure 4. Optical windows were embedded

in the aluminum windows for shadowgraph/schlieren observations of the slot

and shear layer flows. Structural and packaging problems limited the field

Geometric porosity was systematically varied in Reference (2) from 20
percent to 84 percent.. Porosity was demonstrated to be an unimportant
parameter in determining the heat transfer processes in a subsonic
ribbon parachute. This conclusion is undoubtedly still true in super-
sonic flow as long as the shock remains ahead of the entire parachute
entrance.

8



of view to a 4-inch diameter circle located slightly downstream of the

center slat. Two views of the ribbon parachute model, as installed in

the wind tunnel, are shown as Figures 4a and 4b. Certain instrumenta-

tion details are also visible in these Figures although the reader is

referred to Figure 5 for additional construction and instrumentation

details.

For structural reasons, only one side of the ribbon was instrumented.

The ribbon orientation was fully reversible. The basic structure of the

ribbon was a solid bar of type 304 stainless steel. Chambers or compart-

ments were milled in the bar to accept the instrumentation leads and to

provide an air gap element of insulation between the forward and rearward-

facing surfaces of the ribbons. A removable constant-thickness, stainless-

steel, instrumentation-plate was screwed and potted to the main load

bearing structure.

Eleven, 36-gauge, calibrated iron-constantan thermocouples were

cemented at regular intervals in small holes drilled in the internal face

of the instrumentation plate (see Figure 5). A minimum quantity of copper

oxide cement was used in the installation. Small rectangular grooves,

0.025-inch deep and 0.040-inch wide, were milled in the stainless steel

instrumentation plate. These grooves were filled with Resiweld epoxy

cement and the epoxy was shaved flush. Two additional grooves, visible

in Figure 4, were provided on the exposed face of the instrumentation

plate. These grooves blocked the conductive heat flux by reducing the

effective thermal conductivity of the surface material.

Two small tab elements, which covered a portion of the slot region,

were brazed to the edge of the main instrumentation plate. The tabs and

the main plate were of identical material and of equal thickness. A single

9



thermocouple was installed in the center of the rear face of each tab.

Hollow pressure chambers were soldered to the sheltered face of the

instrumentation plate. The pressure taps were drilled (d = 0.020-inch)

through the plate into the chambers. A typical pressure tap installation

is shown in Figure 5.

III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

A. Uniformity of Api.roach Flow

As the airflow enters the wind tunnel stagnation chamber, it under-

goes a sharp 90 degree turn (see Figures 2 and 3). The perforated plates

and the screen were installed to remove any resulting nonuniformities.

A 15-tube velocity survey rake, Figure 7, was fabricated to sense the

uniformity of the approaching flow velocity. The test ribbon assembly

was moved downstream to the last window location. The velocity survey

rake was installed in the abandoned test plane. Runs were carried out

at upstream pressures of 104 and 74 psia. These pressures exceeded the

limits of available manometric instrumentation. A special manometer,

visible in Figure 2, was constructed using high pressure, translucent

plastic tubing. Water colored with food dye was used as manometer fluid.

The specific gravity of this combination, as measured by a hydrometer,

was 0.999 at 77 0 F. A great deal of difficulty was encountered in

accurately measuring the differences in impact pressure. For example,

at a stagnat"on pressure of 74 psia, a typical difference in impact

pressures was 1/4-inch of water (0.01 psia). The combined effects of

high pressure level (74 psia), low pressure difference (0.01 psia), short

This was necessary since the test ribbons provide the choking mechanism
required to establish a fixed value of the approach velocity.

10



wind tunnel running time (30 to 50 seconds), and the various response

rates of the individual tubes of the rake, were such that, initially,

the manometer board was emptied of fluid on nearly every run. The

response problem was examined in bench tests in which the rake-manometer

combination was connected to a pressure manifold to which a 100 psia test

pressure could be suddenly applied. Satisfactory pressure readings were

obtained by measuring the pressure differences between tubes of nearly

equal response rates.

The approach flow velocity distribution data are summarized in

Figure 8. All velocities are within one percent of the centerline velocity

with the exception of the four points taken near the nozzle walls. These

latter points all yield low indicated velocities which are undoubtedly due

to the nozzle boundary layers. The average approach velocity was found to

be 134 feet per second. The uniformity of the approach flow seemed to be

within tolerable limits.

B. Ribbon Pressure Ratios

The pressure ratios applied across the ribbon elements are presented

in Figures 9 and 10 as a function of the slot sonic Reynolds number Re".

This quantity is defined as (12)

Rei p~ab P• S••RT D

ReD P- P R (3)S~Po

3/2
2.27OTt x 10-

or TV + 198.6

ReD = 5.49 x 104 P1 (psia) (4)

for a sta8.a idon temperature of 70°F and a ribbon width of 2.1-inches.

The operating range of the wind tunnel, as determined by a useful running

11



time o( 30 suconds, iu s 20 - 140 psia. Two downstream prcssure.s were

i measured for reference. The fir'ut, P 2, IS the pressure measured at the

downstream stagnation point of the ribbon. The second, P exit was measure(l

using a wail staLtic pressurvu tap installed in the centerline of the last

w-indow 1neatinn (so- Figilre .3) 1" exit should correspond to the pressure

1p measured properly on an actual parachute. This occurs several. ribbon

widths downstreanm of a ribbon element.

:;ince the wind tunnel discharges into the atmosphere, at low flow

rates :exit is nearly tkatmospheric. A sonic or critical pressure ratio

is approxirmately 2. Only the first two points on the left side of Figure

9 are suberitical. All others are supercritical. This point is clear in

Figuro 10. A comparison of Figures 6, 9, and 10 is quite informative.

The critical condition occurs between photo b and photo c of Figure 6,

The jets from the two slots diverge as the up:streamn pressure (and the

pressure ratio) is increased. The two diverging jets me t at an Re, of

appro-vimately 3.5 million. No further jet expansion is possible since

the jet flow completely fills the chanýa-,l downstream of' the ribbons.

Therefore the pattern becomes stable; i.e., insensitive to further

Sincreascs in the upstream pressure P.I' The pressure ratio "'i/1exit

remains constant. The ribbon porosity, open-to-total area, is 20.5

percent. This produces a geometric area ratio of 4.88. ,i;xpanding one-

dtimensionally, this generates a downstream Mach niunber of 3.15, and a

st;nation-to-static pressure ratio of 46. Actually, the shear layers

occupa . portion ol' the flow areat downstream of the ribbone-. The

;lc;c :1 eel piev::sure ratio, I/l e0xit' is 26, which yields an atverag clown-

I jr L.:cI.m Ii, uriber of 2 .7 ,.



At low IN1 , the discrepancy beLwcen ])2 and P xi' is a base flow

phenomenon. Consider the verticaL dashed linus in FbgurUs 9 and 1i at

Re 1 3.3 x 106 (photo e of Figure 6) . The jet flow expan11ds to a Macli

number of ipproximate-ly 2.5 and then undergoes a shock recompression"

to 'exiL. According to Figure 9, P)2/]'exit -. 2. 8/12 (- 0.23 . The prcdteted

value, according to the base pressure theory of Korst (4), is 0.24.

At large values of Re,) the jets completely fill, the duct, the flows

are parallel and exhibit the conventional shock diamond pattern. Apparently

this pattern continues for some distance doln the duct. Beyond ReD t x

106, Peyit is loss than I'2.

One important conclusion to be drawn freom Figure 10 is that the v

ribbon pressure ratio is constant at a value of approxihnately 26 (dependinmg

6on the definition) for slot sonic Reynolds numbers greater than 4 x 10

This result applies to the case of atmospheric discharge. In another series
of tests, Pexit was increased from subatmospheric values to progressively

larger values by covering the exhaust flosigc with stacked layers of perf or-

ated plates. In this manner, 1 l/t exit was varied from 5 to 26 at a single

Re oif 6.3 x 10. ThsSater sudis il bc discusd in Section 11.2 (b).

Referring agoin to Figures ) and 1.0, it is necessary to point out

that the pressure ratio remains fixed for RcD > 1[ x 106. Any heat transfer

trends which occur at Re D>4 x 106 are truly due to 1 1eynoids number and

not due to pressure ratio.

The phenomena observed in ligmre; 6, 9, and 10 will- occur on actual

ribbon parachutes. The Reynoldu numbers at whi.ch the scveral eveitL:; wouet]

occur are riot, necessarily related to the pretuuL values oci jW(9.

',h11 !;hock is a normal shoc0k in 1j1o to ý o]' 1 6gi'e 6. TIi1:; qi t Jc.]y s r v.rt.r:;
to tIhe uc.,'l shock ;ystcm showt hi photo J'.

I ~ ~~~~I I I I II3



0. Ribbon ;urface P ressure Distribution

ihc fronL surface and rearward ;ilrrace wal. static pressutre-

dlistribuitions were obtained using the static pressure taps -visi3`ble in

Figure 5. The rusults, plotted in Figure ii, present a local pressurc

at. location x divided by the stagnation press3ure, at ljoeation x -- 0.

I? Le one-hail' of the slat height. Notice that, the pressures were

measured :along two verticalines - alternate points belong to different

spanwise stations. The data was taken at sm.•all. valueýs of x/R in view o0

the anticipated correlation of results with stagnation flows.

The point x ý- 0 rep-oesents the geometric centerline of Lhe ribbon.

For supereriti(cal pressure ratios, the pressures :Ulong both the front

and back surfaces reach maximum values near the geometric centerline".

Pressures al.ong the front surface arc eon:sderrtbly more uniform than

those al.ong the rear surface

The actual locaLion of the stagnation point was obtained from large

scale plots of' the pressure distributions. 'ibis data is suiuarized in

Figure 12. The apparent stagnation point nearly always fell below the

goolne~ri:clenterline for both the upstream and downstrcam surfaces. The

average disp] acesrent (0.06-inch) is not large when one considcrs the

internlal diameter of a' pressure tap is approximately 0.03-inch. It was

not pos,,sible, to move the apparent stagnation point closer to the greometric

'The single e xc;eption occurs.; along the rear lace at a subcritical prcesure
rat,io. 'rie application of ;a stagnaLton point model to the rear surface
does not .,tpp'ly at subcritije:-.I pressure ratios.

']Vhi riblboins were of finite thicknuess. The static pressure taps installed
in the cinLter of the slot width indicated local Mach rnunbcrsý wel I in
e.ceuss of, one•. This replies that the sonic linleA ]is neau' ea upstream
Ea'cc -I' thec ribbon. A typ : z/ 0.2 when P -s- 65

psi-*a,t {R'1') ' 8.5 x 106•



centerline by n simple rotation of the ribbon. Apparently this slight

flow abnormality is a property of the facility.

By assuming that the measured pressures are constant across tie

thickness of the boundary layer, and that the flow outside of th, boundary

layer expanda isentropically from pstag to px, the local velocitices jui.

outside of the boundary laycr may be determined. his data, is presented

in Figure 13. Of prTuiary importance in this figure is; the fact that both

the upstream and downstream velocities g~ow linearly with distance from

the stagnation point. '[.i.s phenomena is characteristic of stagnation flows

and is a familiar result for tic upstream surface. Figure 13 presents the

strongest evidence for considering the flow adjacent to the downstream

surface as a stagnation flow - recalling that this occurs only when super-

critical pressure ratios are involved.

Since the velocities outside of the boundary layer grow linearly with

distance, the velocity gradient may be computed. These results are presented

in Figure 14 . Two values are given at each ReD for both the forward and

rearward surfaces. 'Thc asymmetry between the upper and lower values is

undoubtedly due to the stagnation point shifts summarized in Figure 12.

The upstream surface velocity gradient .is; independent of Reynolds

number for supercritical pressure ratios. .or tire fully developed jet

flows (Re'• 4 x 10 6) the. downstream ourface velocity gradient decreases

with Reynolds number. Over the narrow range 3.5 x 1.06 < RIZ 8.•5 x 10

-n-1/2 -1/2

conI-qn Rel 111 2)(5)

Act-ua'lly the square2 rool, of thm velocity grad iL(01, is ; Lotte I. 1 ,c. thu.'
quanutiy is of vspertrtnce hr :s[.aAit pci lI. I a-,. I.vLoe;ier I a Ia 111e,:
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The mcasmred upstream surface stagnation point velocity gradients

ma1y IC eumpar'd with analyt.ical predictions. For flow over blunt bodies,

Uithe ¶iv't Ltrm o.f" thie Taylor series expansion for the surfacc velocity

isthe I *n.aIr rel]ation

US C(x, (6)

where C is -the locail velocity gradient-external to the boundary layer.

For reference, the stagnation point veloci.ty gradient is expressed by

C J31 Ua)_ ('1)

R

where U1o is the subsonic velocity approaching the body and it is the body

radius. 13 is a constant depending on body geometry. The following table

illustrates a few numerical values of' p.

Geometry R leferenen

Circular Cylinder 2 13
Sphere 3/2 13

Using an approach velocity of 3.34 feet per uecond, a body radius of' 1.05
12

feet, and a 3 of 2 yields

p iJ__u~ __________ec-_/2_

_r 1.2-) QCC
12

a value which is 24 percent larger than the measured value.

Methods for predicting thb imn;dm.uvn recirculhation zone veloc'ity

Ub for the rear face) are being developed. For the present experimental

meO1d itionu, 'cference (7) gives

2(L(t)r•iQ .5 (d)



_____whe're

Titis the mecan recaiculation veloc b y

Uj in thu moan jot vuloci~ty downstre~am of the slot at the maxiui-riu jet
width 2000 ft/sec

P0  is, the mean recirculation zone density ' I T

p isthe inean jet densit coresponding uC b_ To
%b Ij Ioj Tj

aT isjtiie jot mixing- layr preading foctor, 20 ý(Mj

a is the jet expansion hal f-angle, tan a = 0. 2

Substituting these values into) Equation 3.(6 yields,,

U 280 feet per- second

r. 0, _ose-1/2.

1). Heat Transfer Meas;urements

1.. Forward -lacingt Surface

(a) Recovery Tamper ature Dis ,tribut'ion

The 30-'JO second wind tuinnel running, time did not permit a1

sani-dard 'run -to -roe ovary" which normal-l I orquirest 30 to )' Ijtininfuten.-

Extrapolation techniques hand to be aidopted. Two tunnel riuns, wore made

to rind the one therirkoc oupil 0r 0ul~ic-i :cxc(-ii hsvt al- Lied in the sýtaj~nnatt.o

temperature rake which xe spond ed cl.osestA to the average(. of tim eOvenl.

Jour runs; were then trade to determinen the distAributi-on of recover'y

tc-nope~raturs;. ]."'or those,( runt: the model was; a.i owed to respond thermally



arWt ippronl~fi ithe ill!,,Uatir condition. Thu Indicated mortalI temiperatures,

T a "nd tuninel total temperatures; T 0were Measured aS a1 tuneLion of timei.

The extrapolations to zero het ransfecr were made by plot ting T1/T 0o verslus

.1/i andl examinIng, the curve, for the limit as in-licreasesL. The ext~rapo~latUions

never involved a tkemperai~ure change of' more than 20 F fromn the last measured

Value. The ups-,tn' 17n surface recovery temiperature ratios- are given in Figure

-11 . At the stagnation poinrt, x/it -4 0, the reove-ry Lemperature tdiou.Id equal.

the free strcuun total temperature t thi -slow temperat~ure .1 evels . Th~is. i,;

nlot always the ease (seec Figure 15, x/n o- ), a phenomena undoubtedIly due

to thermal conduction in -the s~urface of the model. A onei percent changeL', :!-

T/P 5 corres;ponds to aI 5./j degree F~ahrenheit chnein the indicated rec~overy

temperature. Tim relatively low recovery temperatulresý in the sl;ot cL cl

the I:Lrge veloc~ities that exist there. It is3 importai11 it t note that thes

equilibrium temperatures, in the s;lot are. lower than at. the stLagnationi Porit'.

The steady state operational temperature of' a parachute zi det~erm.Lned by the

condit~inon ajt *the stagnation point and not, at the siloV.

(N) Heat Transifer Runs

TPhe general, hea0,t transfer experimental technique LIs descrabed

iiis ai in Appendix A. 'Heteciniquc- ýonsis,-ted of precoolingy this model

by paicking., dry ice, around the ribbonsi and waitling for 10 to 1.5 minuites

unfti'l the sjurface temlperature was, -108 - :L 1". IThe tunne~l, was, started rapidly

111 ec-!tie 2, the dx ;eus sion of' 1"ijgux 28, p~o~ints out that the hecat trans~fer
CcU~cli :ent, 1.in the slot are 6 Or '1 tIuae; those( at1 L110 stagnaj1,tionl ioi1t.

'Ihe10're , .;i:;cot operational LIJ)1tl(5are. determiined by condiLtions1ý
iji the sl-ot.



(in less than 1 second after the iniiLiaLion of the valve actuator' The

dry ice was blasted off by the air stre"un. The model heated up und(er thle

direct action of both forced convection and the heat capacity of the instru-

mnited skin of the model. flean trýmtnsfer coeificientbs were calculated for

several times using PI~uation A-l4 of Appendix A. The heat trans•fer

coefficier.nts wore extrapolated to zero time (a uniform wall. temlwpi'tttro

condition) ignoring data taken in the f'ir:;t *-l/2 seconds;. Model thermal

27ifltetry was verified such that only onc-hialf of the central ribbon was

extensively studied. The stagnation point shift,s, observed by means; of

the surface pressure distributions, wore a1l.so clear 1.1 t empcrature distrib-

ution plots madte at seveoral tlme conditions. The readerV is again rei'erred

to Appendix A whore; aI sample run :is illu:;trated and the various• :;Lops in

the data reduction process are illustrated.

The dimensional upstream stagnation point heait Lransfer coefficients

are presented in Figure 16. The data was taken for Reynolds numbers as

high ast ten times those proviously obhtaintd (.i0&). The healt tra•nsf|er

coefficients increase with nearly the one-half power of the Reynolds nu-nber,

a situation typical of laminar StagriaL,.oi poiint boundary Iayers. T1|he

scatter in the data is approxiJmlatCly - 10( percrit. The hoat transler and

During the period alter the upstream p1, Ij valve begin:; to open, there is
a rapid conlprejsioll of .the air :i1 ii ;te :tanaI,ion chanticir which lasts ;d.oul,
1 second. The indicited stagnation Lemiiperaturu, a;; indicatod by s;even
shiel.ded _-gauge iron-c'onstantanl thermiocouplus, rjI5u,(; shs'±rply. Al'utr t a
indicated temperature rise of nearly 5co1, the temperatlure dropped to withill
SfwC de:g'ees of' oom temlp-raLure ancl thLe:n dacrCesd al, a I'aL o d•c•jerdilln on1

the rate that ma.so wa:s removed l'romn the: storage tanks;. 'The initial tranie'nLts
(valve openi-ing Ljime, compres:iion in time s tagnatinn celiiib-r, dowiis trcat,
presosure decrecasev to Lihe dusired sbt oi .t lcvecl) we-l' cle"I.arl.y vis.i;ble
in the data trances.ý ;irnd were ceomple(ted ii 1.-_12 :.;(wolid:i (wmith 1,hc •c lJoi l,.o
ol the a~l'rcinntio c r J_olI scl .gnat elAeim] r LLi;.xc (11rop1).
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and pressure data at the upstream stagnation point are combined in a

dimensionless group in Figure 17. The parameter

hx h

Nuw kw. kw 9S- (9)
IRew ____ xpw

w 1w

is equal to 0.49 (13) for a laminar two-dimensional, stagnation point for

a wall-to-stream temperature ratio of 0.7. Since the data was extrapolated

to time - = 0, the dry ice temperature was used in evaluating the gas

properties kw, 6 w. and *w" The density and velocity gradients were obtained

from the pressure measurements, Figures 9 and 14, respectively.

The data agrees with stagnation point predictions for low Reynolds

numbers (1 x 10e- ReD- r x 106). At higher"'Reynolds numbers the data

falls 20-30 percent above the two-dimensional laminar stagnation point

boundary layer analysis of Reshotko and Coheh (13). Toe applied pressure

ratio increases with ReD in Figure 17. The flagged points in Figure 17

represent data taken at ReD = 6.3 x 106 at several applied pressure ratios

(also see Figure 27). As mentioned in Figure 3, for these tests with

increased downstream pressure, a stacked set of perforated plates covered

the exhaust opening. The downstream pressure, Pexit, was varied by changing

the overlay of the perforated plates. The flagged points represent forward

surface heat transfer measurements taken over a range of pl/Pexit of 5 to 25.

The local distribution of heat transfer coefficients on the upstream

side is presented in Figure 18. For easy reference, the local values were

non-dimensionalized using the stagnation point values given in Figure 16.

This was done in view of the overall aim of correlating all results with the

stagnation point heat transfer which may be predicted with precision.

20



The data of Figure 18 has been corrected for stagnation point shift such

that x represents the actual distance from the stagnation point and R,

the distance from the true stagnation point to the slot. Some typical

faired curves demonstrate that the local distributions are not universal

but are strongly dependent on Reynolds number. Local heat transfer

increases rapidly away from the stagnation point. Local heat transfer

coefficients were observed which were eight times the stagnation point

value. Further attempts to correlate local heat transfer coefficients

with stagnation point values were abandoned at this point because of the

uncertainties involved in the distributions. The curve labeled Re' = 0.99
D

x 106 in Figure 18 represents a subcritical pressure ratio. This distribu-

tion agrees well with comparable subcritical measurements reported in

reference (2). Higher Reynolds number distributions generally yield higher

local values relative to the stagnation point level.

The average upstream surface heat transfer coefficients -i.re presented

in Figure 19. This data was obtained by numerical integrati&n of the local

distributions illustrated in Figure 18. Notice that the average heat

transfer coefficients increase linearly with Reynolds number. This is to

be compared with the normal laminar square root dependence.

In Figure 20, the average Nussell numbers, defined as

Nu = havgD (10)
avg k°

are plotted for the upstream side. The characteristic length in both

Nussell and Reynolds numbers is the width of the ribbon. The character-

istic velocity in the Reynolds number is the velocity in the slot. This

enables a comparison of present heat transfer data with previous ribbon
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pLrtlit aa() eldt obtained onl tithe banks; wherei it, is, en 1;Loriiriy

to baethe Reynot6Id number on the Lube (l:aheter and( onl Lhe velocity in

LUe narrVows:; 1. S! sinsOI (11 se Lin(i

The msubriLi-caul ilata of. Reference (2) i,3 pre-;;entced in Figure 20 to

l~i:;trtethe overalli ReynoAlds reuaber dependen~cw. Th(! increase of Lhe

a lope of thle curive with higher Reynolds; numbers, first. obse;rved here 1.in

Figin's V/, has boen observedt by other izyvestigators; on circular cyi~nders;

at id Lbube b)ntundle (141, P ).

2 . Rearward Facing Sur.tLee

(a ) Recovery Temuperature lDistribut ion

The recovery temperature dlat~a is munumarized lit lagure 21. The

sharp rise inl recovery temlperature at Ieo D zj 2 .5 x 106 may be, correlated with

the establishmenrt of' a completely supersonic jet flow dlowns;Urtrem Of the s;lots;

(see, Figure 6). The primary varialdion of t~he reccovery temperature ratio,

I ITis with pressure ratio anid riot, Ruyrtoldis tmmbei~ r. For Ret " -jL x10

Lhe eons tancy ol, 'Tiw/T. re fleeýts, the consa.)ncy of pressure ratio (see-

Figure 1.0).

The, solid symbols3 in Figure 20 rupruLsent dtata taken in two different test
facil ities arid using differenit experAimental. techniquescL. The ýitgicerntent
be Lviuen the three experiments is3 reass,,uring.

At Li 'ow subs,.onitc heynoild s numbers, a vortex,. systecm isL~ forme;(. in the wakes-
beh~ind~ obs-,.Ctacls The phenomena is clharacter~ized by periodic vortex
shedding. A suppressioni of the vor-te.x sheet hlas, been accomplished by- a
splitter plate whic-h iricraces~c, the I :mpcrature! reco-very factor r -(

-1 IP /( 0 -T) from 0.1 to 0.8-0.9 (16). At trans;omic antd

supersIto~ic speeds where the vo~rtex sheetL disappears, the recovery faic-t-ors;
are ala it .-.. Uhadowgra,'phl obsecrvations of tije ,-upcr:e;on.Lc cas reveal
a stahl (2 vortex yr ;ttern Wit Li1i nosedding,. 'fTs h so 310- hc\ptLn
5[,flbii iCe:; the rlow pattern a:iceon; hg to the lajws iirýde; ofgiil



(b) TleaL Transfeur Rimes

The heat transfer eoeic.[T (Jilit, Y L0Uca: ared at Ulhe.di:Soc

-- stagnation point ':presented in b'1 guruk 22 . A comipari-son ciJ' tgigr':ý;

16 tinci 22 reveal s that. the dtnwntlreýon stagain point hea"t Lransfer

rates exceed the upstream tugnvpo poinut -values f'or He < xE

J111ts is rather surprising wheni one, c0Y15,JAudCi' the KiQalfl3ticii tIiensity is

Cons~idera'bly smaler . 'Phe initial] (ieclivtut' in Ii t'tg with iRe 1.is proistb~ly

due "to the densi1ty decrease (Figure 9)). T.he shlarp riseC in1 the ritlige 2 x

164, ite 6 x LUMight po~ssibly resul1t f1-rost the inocrased rect(rixiiation

Velocities (7j). The fracti rn of the s~hear l~ayer f'lew which is reveýrsed.

decreses sightly as Lhe pro sulre ratio (andk thir jet Mach number) IL;;

increaseCd . 5Lnee the densi.ty in the reeirmdtviaoti zone decreases.,, increase.:1d

recircutlation zone velocities ave re ire. t~uaion 23.5 reae :i. tagt'i.-

tion point velocity gradient to an approa~ch velocity. On the othex' land,

the velocity graichien ieasurements, Onl the rcarvoirdl facing slurfae(se

Figure 14) exhibit a decreaseý in. ragn~i~iude as Reu is increased. Therefore,

both the density anxti tie vel-ocity gradtient sire decreasidng with increasing

R~e" while the heat *Lransfecr coeffiPJJcienit ±: inerea-isieg,. thIese behavior

patterns are not typical. ofP ordlina)ry stLagnation f'lows.

The apparentI.Ly sharp dlissontlinuity inT the resul GUs a3 Ite

6 x 10 6is not. understood ati the presý:ent timie. No kdi se;ontinuont:; Jpro(225ý

-is observable :Ln anly of the photograp~hs or graphs, at thiLs poin]t. The

downsreiren suagna Lion potit h;cat, transfer data1: arec comparedt with two-

dtnension~a. 1laminar stagnaT1 lion po~inlt anlyV.se:; in Figureu 2'3. 'Ihc. velociy

gradient andl d e1si Y Were ot 'it 's rom~ Flgur :i 1) ýmdll.. A( hi i ta1m L.1

experimenital ena aj~e presented~ f'or t~lm condittom;-01 of'1ea, deiosI
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p)e c c7i ires! The reultsu J r n : otL ill coislpi ate :tf--ree(iiic Ls e'itheIr wi IlIu, o~tl

'Laror with laminarlu stagnration pointaayss A few of the points3

c-ompare well. with ana~lysisý whi'le the res,-t dio not. 'Two poss3ýiblce xidisma-

t<11' one rU thu increas3ed tur'bulence level of' the- recircu-lating III ow at high

li1 3 aLnd/or Lint, the recircu-latingr flow pul~sates between s-everalI patterns.;

The distributions of heuat uransfer coefficients3 on the downs;tream

Side aLre given in Figurc 24. The aegeor iii.egaitr-c va]ice- are prese;ntcad

in Figure 25 . The cýombination of' effects produce an average, boat rasio

coefficient which is independent, of Reynolds numtber. The aromttie i

the stagnation pointý heat transfer variations with Re5.L are- mas~ked. Thisý

fact, coupled with the comiplex distribut~ions given in Figutre 21j, make it

dlifficult to compare the behavior of the average and sýtagjnation point hecat

transfer coeftficients.- A contrison of' Figures, 1) andIC 25 reveals- tinLt the

downs~tream average heat tralnsfer coefficients, fall wellI below tUlc corres-o

pondling ups'treaml !tLver;LgeC values. This point is p)IAreticci in i'igu- . 26.

Vai-redl curves, through the upstream and downs~tream averag.Er heat transfer

cos)t tic:Adn`Cs ar-e given over a wide Reynolds numnber range. At low Reynioldsi

numbers the he-. trannc1e- on theý front sideis greater tisci that onl the

back side. With increasing Reynol.ds number the hecat Flux to she La--ck sidle

ince~ircSis more0 rapidly anit for lieL 50, 000 it, is as high asý on the front

e,-'de. - aind even higher- as Re" is3 incre~i:Ced furtlicr. kTllii is; a. behavior

pattern whi eli agree qu:3aritiivl -Ij-YWith tLubes an-d tubeW bandiesý inlcos

0. o (6).

Thub present, dat'a Continue the trends, descýribed abo-ve for sbcii;t

- resi rvstios.- However, for Criticeal pressure ratios:, the, downstream11

hleat Li rzli Vcr bec"omIes proress--iively leSs- than the ups treniri . -If the

tags ti ci Jl0 t 1il gy ; vailid, the r'atioi o3 lijitrersul to d own:; Lre:ciji

_____ ['I' 1in~i 1~ ti; or the vIew lowes:t JIAeylield: I steuLer poiiiit; )I* tile



average heat transfer flux should vary directly witle the tquare rot of0

the density ratijo or approxima.tely with (p/p2 As an exaple hoo

(I)e 6 xi0. From Figure 10, (pl/P2 ) 1/2 5. From Figures 1') and 25,S~D

Sh0up/hdo.1 - 275 /.203, Thus the proper pressure ratio trend is observed.

The probl.ems are not complctely understood, however. A m3immary of

data taken a~t Re"= 6.3 ,Ž10, with several exit pressures, is gwiven in

Figure 27. The upstream pressure is held constant in this figure while

the downstre•am pressure is varied. The pressure ratios are ;l] super-

critical. The upstream heat transfer is sensibly independent of the

downstream exit pressure. However, Lho downfstreoa stagnation point heat

transfer coefficient decreases tas Lhe exidt pressure is increased. From

Figure '10 it can be concluded that the variations in 11exit did not affect

The final figure, Figure 28, presents measurements oi the slot heat.

transfer coefficient taken with the ins-rumented surfaee facing forward

(bottom slot) and rearward (after rotation on [,he top slot).

The data displays the slight as'ynmmetry found in all measurcemtsLt

and points out that the extreme heat fltux rates occur in the slot.

Undoabtedly the slot heating rates depend on the ribbon thicknes;s or

thicknes:s ratio. Figures 15 and 28 sum-marize the slot heat transfer

behavior as follows: (1) the heat transfer coefficicnts in the slot are

Sthe largest observed on the ribbon; and, (2) the equilibrium temperatures.; r '-

in the slot aru the lowest observed on she ribbon. lot beau transfuer is;

of 1major importance in transisnt problems.

F====______
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IV. GOOJJIN

P__ xperiments3 hijve: bee(n performedl on models re~prese-;nting, the indivi~dual

ri-bbjons oi a ribbon parac,7hute-. The re~covery 1'aýt~or mid heat transfer

see ffiLi: let rsl obtaLined are vai.-d in thin continnuren flow regime at

I raiidti mnuber vutluen- of' approximateoly 0.7. 'benres~ults mexted the reg-ion

ofi available eýxperimental heaZ-t transfer ata't' On rAibbo J0rab Leto include

Nce, of' 3J,000 to 10,000,000. The average measured NusseltL numtbers are

preenedin Figure 26. it wasL foaund that the ruardmurej local heat transfer

coe~fficient exssat the, edgesý of thec ribbon. Als-o the m;LX-ijiulwi local

values on both the urpetresm and downstream sides also occurred a.t thei edges;.

he ceuntral regions of the upstream and downstreami sides,' exhibited behavior

sidmilar to laminar stagnation point, bouindary la)yers. Thie r.elative min-imum

heat flux. rates; occurred at the stagn~ation point. for each surface!-flow

orientation. Attompte to correlate -the grossý ribbon hecat transfer charactrx-

LutLies with the upstreamt stagnaltion point heat trans~feri predictiorn were

only pataal3uccessul-a.

I u-rgedlleecs in local heat trmi aster bL)UjLjj iair-were atltr:Lutablc

to t-11e arrst of sonlic flow inl the sl;Iots, between the ribbons. The appl ied

pressure;iw rstlo was, demionstatedL(A La af.J'(Le U sh ratio of average upstream to

ave rage dose sti ears heiat transfer coeffie hut-nts.
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APPENDIX A

1. Transient Energy Balance

The transient technique relies on the heat capacity of the model

skin for the experimental determination of convective heat flux. The

general heat balance on a small element of surface must include

term
qbl - the heat flux to/from the boundary layer I

qst - the heat stored II

qcond- the heat transferred within the skin by
conduction III

qrad - the heat exchange due to radiation to the IV
wind tunnel (n) and to the model interior (m)

qbl is the term we wish to determine for comparison with analytical

predictions. To generate a "good" experiment, qbl should be the dominant

term. qradn q dAW

A

q c ond i n q condout t

J-dx T

Ad
q radm

Figure 29 Energy Balance Notation

The general heat balance is written

qbldAw + (qcon Ad. qcond qraddAA - q sdA (11)
ndin q out dout W

The temperature is assumed to be constant across the thickness of the

surface - a condition referred to as the "thin-wall" assumption, i.e.,

T= T = Tw (12)
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Vie' ; he L (.()I iticL(MI i1Le :1.11 tu.t ulii'2I ofJ dirictee j r Ii In it. t. iline I:

Wi ~ :1Y10 oilt, ou.l k •1 (A ~ CL )( UtfX
Fx dx Lx 1X:

T111 ;J, Lix a nt riAt.e, o@ litd Kit. oraluc L( into Ulue elemient ± s

dI 2 T d dxu

dtA I W', A(I U ( .0;-ic (14)

Tlhe hea,ýt storageff terra11 may be written

M di

where dW is the element of mass, lying beneath the surface a--rea diV1..

WI ~ ~ , io rlf1orm wall thickness

d W PaIi dx t (16)

It is p~ossLible, to obtain reaonableJ, hut not precise,, estimates of' the

radliationl heaL fluxes. liadiation losses to the test Section walls and

noz)/zle blocks must be considemlred. Radiant energy impinging on the rear

face of the test surface which originates inside of the model (i.e., the

sumppor-t plate) is also of importwlicc. The radiation heat exchange betweien

the tesot s3urface anid the wind tunnel nozzlec - nozzlJe 1ox combination is

givenl by

L wi( w- ' -n Aw (w e ( TW n )( y

__The s;urface ý is completely ,surrounded by the nozzle. and is flat. lIt

can ,ce stated lirurredintely that Fw 1. The model surface area is3

small compared to the mean Lest1 surface - nozzle separation li: ~ance.

- The fraction of refneictci r1adiation which returns to the model isý Ssali

enoghto e eglctd.Tie interchang7e -factor, (cyi te

N~~E V42 'vL V -n

-0-F



Thj massiveness of the nozzle blocks and the inch thick Lest secLion

walls allowed the assumption that the nozzle temperature Tn was equal

to the room temperature during the brief 20 second runs.

The emissivity of the model surface was estimated to be 0.2), which

is the value for iron at 1.000 F freshly rubbed with emery paper. As the

test surface is aerodynamically heated by the external flow, it receives

varying amounts of radiant. energy from the support structure. In this

case, the radiation geometry consists of -two parallel, closely-spaced

flat plates. As before

- =Fw-Aw Ew m(wm A- Tm4 ) (12)

Again the geometric factor Fw-m is unity. The interchange factor for two

parallel walls is

1 C E 0 . 2 4

Cw Em In EWm ýý0.l

Combining all elements of the heat balance resulLs in

IV

4l . dTw t -T 4 \ ,Tm Pm c w t w Cra,-n wIn

(20)

In view of Equation 20, the following is a discussion of the

experimental technique;

The model temperature was preset by surrounding the model with solid

C2(TI -109.8010), prior to starLing the tunnel. These runs were made

during a typical Minnesota summer day such that the tunnel temperature

averaged 80 0 F. Therefore, the initial temperature potenLial (190 0 1?) was

the same for all tests. Ihien the model temperatures3 were stLable and

uniform, the wind tunnel was started. The, dry ice wa:; reynawvd 1y the



tumnel starting blast. Model tomperatures3 increased with time as a

result of the convective heating process. Each term in Equation 20 is

time dependent. Initially only the heat storage term and the model-

nozzle radiation terms contribute. As; time procceds, the other terms

increase in JJaportance. The equilibrima situation occurs when term II

reduces to zero, and the model is at the adiabatic wall (Taw) condition.

The accuracy of the methodcs depends to a large extent on the

frequency with which reliable thermocouple readings are recorded near

the beginning -2f a run. Modification M24 of the Dpinec DY-2010A Da)ta

Acquisition System provided 25 channel input continuously monitored at a

precise -rate of 5 channels per second. Taking data early in a run implies

that no surface heat conduction corrections arc necessary; a facL which

greatly simplifies data reduction. The acrodynamic heat flux is then

obtained for the isothermal surface temperature cas;e, which is the most

basic and easily specified case and the only case for which most heat

LtrLmsfcr analyses apply.

Neglecting terms II and IV', Equation 20 is written

qbl h(Taw - Tw) m Pll-t dTw (21)'in d -

with Ii and T hold constant, and at T 0, T0 T(O), LEuation 21 yields

IwII

th(e! particulari integral

Taw - h(2
T.T(0) e ,)

_ The m;xjimien rodiant heat flu•x wa' found Lo 5e 10 IItu/fLt 2 -hr. Since the
init-ia] tcmperature( wa; 10(01 , the radia,.ion heat transfUr coefi'f-ci(ent, 01,
10/190 0.05, was at most, -//, percent of the c'onvective heat transfer
coMI i-c!.e1L1, :1i1UI coLI] d he :)3 d .I.y Jlected



The left side of Equation 22 represents the ratio of the temperature

potential remaining after T seconds to the initial temperature potential.

For small values of time (t 0), Equation 23 may be written

Tw - T(O) _ h'T (23)

Taw - T(O) PmCpMt

which applies quite closely to the case of constant applied heat flux

(qbl = constant) and generates a constant rate of change of wall

temperature with time.

Writing Equation 22 for two times, 'cI and r2 yields

pmc t Taw - Twl
h - .lne Th (2i•.)

(2 - TI ) Taw - T w2

Equation 24 was used in the actual data reduction procedure since the

quantities Twl , Tw2 , and the time difference (E2- 2 1 ) are known

somewhat more accurately than Tw, T(0) and the absolute time1 - as

required by Equation 22 . The indicated heat transfer coefficients

obtained using Equation 24 were extrapolated to the condition of constant

surface temperature, (-= 0), by plotting h versus the consumed temperature

potential ratio (Tave- T(0) )/ (Taw - T(O) ). This ratio is equal to zero

when T = 0.

The analysis of a sample run is presented in Figures 30 through 33.

The temperature traces, the basic raw data, are given in Figure 30. The

initial time, 'r = 0, is found by inspection. The variation of heat flux,

qbl, with surface location is directly proportional to the trace slopes

since the product, pmcPt, is the same for all positions".

"The specific heat does vary strongly with temperature. In Figure 31 heat
capacity data for pure iron is presented which should apply closely to the
present material, type 304 stainless steel.
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The stagnation point heat transfer rates are seen to be the smallest of

the group while the slot rates are the largest. Heat transfer coefficients

obt-ined by repeated application of Equation 24 are given in Figure 32

together with a visual representation of the effects of extrapolating to

"a uniform wall temperature condition. Experimentally, there seems to be

"a time-temperature region in which conduction effects are small enough to

be ignored. This region does not include the slot where large gradients

in temperature are rapidly established.

Finally, Figure 33 illustrates the integration of the local heat

transfer values - a process which yields the one average heat transfer

coefficient for the run.
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